15th Annual Occupational Therapy Practice Issues Forum
Integrating Occupation into Everyday Practice

Tuesday, July 25, 2017
Dinner and Networking at 5:30p.m.
Program: 6pm– 9pm

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
8700 Beverly Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA
Harvey Morse Auditorium
$10.00 parking available at Cedars-Sinai Lots 1, 2 and 4.
Validation is no longer provided for this event.

Program Highlights

AOTA Quality Strategy Initiative and Proposed Changes in Education
Pam Roberts, PhD, OTR/L, SCFES, FAOTA, CPHQ, FNAP, FACRM
Director of Academic and Physician Informatics
Professor and Director of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Cedars-Sinai Health System

Using the Occupational Profile in Practice
Lisa Hiestand, MS, OTR/L Assistant Manager
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center

OTAC Update
Heather Kitching, OTD, OTR/L
President, Occupational Therapy Association of California

Panel Discussion on Current Practice Trends: Integrating Occupation into Everyday Practice

Please complete the attached registration form and
RSVP by July 20th via e-mail to: Lisa Hiestand at Lisa.Hiestand@cshs.org
For questions please call (310)423-0857
Free for OTAC members
Cost: $20.00 for non OTAC members
$25.00 for same day registration
REGISTRATION FORM-OT PIF July 25, 2017

Course Description, Program Format and Speakers: This educational activity emphasizes current trends, professional practice, and legislative issues in the field of Occupational Therapy. Speakers will focus on the changes proposed by the American Occupational Therapy Association in the use of a quality framework and the model for fieldwork and post-professional education. The required CMS elements of the Occupational Profile will also be discussed. A panel discussion on current trends in different practice areas will also be highlighted. Participants will be encouraged to share approaches and information regarding the above topics. Speaker bios and a full program schedule will be available to all participants.

Educational Objectives
At the conclusion of this activity, participants will be able to:
1. Discuss current state and national trends relevant to the practice of Occupational Therapy.
2. Understand AOTA’s proposed changes to the quality and education model and its impact on occupational therapy.
3. Discuss best practices in the integration of occupation in various settings.
4. Demonstrate understanding of current requirements with documentation and reimbursement with regards to the occupational profile elements.

Target Audience: Occupational Therapists, Occupational Therapy Assistants and students

Occupational Therapy CE Information:  Content Level: Beginner/Intermediate  Content Focus: Category 3, Professional Issues

Policy on Disclosure: In accordance with the policy of Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, faculty is asked to disclose any affiliation of financial interest that may affect the content of their presentation. Disclosure will be made in the course materials so those participants in the activity may formulate their own judgments regarding the presentations. Information regarding support from other organizations/vendors will also be available in the course materials.

This course is being evaluated for 3.0 contact hours. A certificate of attendance will be issued to participants at the end of the course. No partial credit is being offered for this course. Light dinner provided with registration.

Fee: payable by cash or check to CSMC Department of PM&R. Space is limited. Registration must be received by July 20th to obtain the advanced registration cost. Acceptance of same day registrations will be dependent on maximum room capacity

Return registration details to Lisa.Hiestand@cshs.org.

Last Name: __________________________ First Name: __________________________

OTAC # __________________ CA License # ______ __________________

Telephone: ______________________ E-mail: __________________________

“AOTA” does not imply endorsement of specific course content, products, or clinical procedures by AOTA.”
**Policy on Disclosure:**
It is the policy of Cedars-Sinai Medical Center to ensure balance, independence, objectivity, and scientific rigor in all of its educational activities. Cedars-Sinai Medical Center assesses conflict of interest with its faculty, planners and managers of CME and educational activities. Conflicts of interest that are identified are resolved by reviewing that presenter’s content for fair balance and absence of bias, scientific objectivity of studies utilized in this activity, and patient care recommendations.

While Cedars-Sinai Medical Center endeavors to review faculty content, it remains the obligation of each attendee to determine the applicability or relevance of the information provided from this course in his or her own practice.

**Acknowledgment**
Educational grant support for the course is pending. Any commercial support received will be acknowledged at the meeting.

**REFUND POLICY:**
All cancellations must be submitted in writing. No refunds will be given after July 24, 2017. For questions regarding continuing education credit, special needs and accommodations, and other requests, please contact: MariaCecilia.Alpasan@cshs.org or call (310)423-5243. For information on grievances related to this workshop, please include the name and date of this workshop and submit the complaint to the contact provided above.

We encourage participation by all individuals. If you have a disability, advance notification of any special needs will help us better serve you.

**Directions to CSMC**
[https://www.cedars-sinai.edu/Patients/Patient-and-Visitor-Resources/Getting-Here/](https://www.cedars-sinai.edu/Patients/Patient-and-Visitor-Resources/Getting-Here/)